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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Previous studies have suggested that the negative effects of acoustic
challenge on speech memory can be attenuated with assistive text captions,
particularly among older adults with hearing impairment. However, no studies
have systematically examined the effects of text-captioning errors, which are
common in automated speech recognition (ASR) systems.
Method: In two experiments, we examined memory for text-captioned speech
(with and without background noise) when captions had no errors (control) or
had one of three common ASR errors: substitution, deletion, or insertion errors.
Results: In both Experiment 1 (young adults with normal hearing) and Experiment 2 (older adults with varying hearing acuity), we observed similar additive
effects of caption errors and background noise, such that increased background
noise and the presence of captioning errors negatively impacted memory outcomes. Notably, the negative effects of captioning errors were largest among
older adults with increased hearing thresholds, suggesting that older adults with
hearing loss may show an increased reliance on text captions compared to adults
with normal hearing.
Conclusion: Our findings show that even a single-word error can be deleterious
to memory for text-captioned speech, especially in older adults with hearing
loss. Therefore, to produce the greatest benefit to memory, it is crucial that text
captions are accurate.

Age-related sensorineural hearing loss (presbycusis)
affects approximately 80% of adults over the age of 85
years (Cunningham & Tucci, 2017). Hearing loss can have
severely negative effects on cognitive processes such as
memory and comprehension for speech. Specifically, speech
comprehension and working memory capacity are compromised by the additional cognitive effort that is required to
first decode degraded speech (Wingfield et al., 2005). This
additional listening effort allocated toward perceptual
encoding is thought to diminish shared cognitive resources
for higher level language processes, leading to a negative
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impact on subsequent comprehension and memory, even
when speech is completely intelligible. The negative cognitive consequences of effortful listening are a critical “hidden” effect of hearing loss (Peelle, 2018; Piquado et al.,
2012) that presents a crucial need for developing methods
to combat effortfulness effects, particularly for older adults
with hearing loss.
Recent work has suggested that the listening effort
associated with processing degraded speech can be alleviated with multimodal technologies such as assistive text
captioning. For example, assistive text captions have been
shown to benefit speech memory, comprehension, and
attention (Gernsbacher, 2015; Gordon-Salant & Callahan,
2009; Krull & Humes, 2016; Payne et al., 2021). Payne
et al. (2021) showed that the negative effects of background noise and hearing loss on multiple measures of
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speech memory were attenuated when speech was presented with realistic assistive text captioning. Although
Payne et al. (2021) provided convincing evidence that text
captions can benefit long-term memory for speech, one
important caveat is that the text captions were presented
with perfect speech-to-text translation. In fact, text captions are rarely completely accurate (Errattahi et al.,
2018), and while some studies have examined realistic text
captions that contain unsystematic automated speech recognition (ASR) translation errors (e.g., Zekveld et al.,
2008, 2009), no work has directly and systematically studied the effects that the most common text caption errors
have on the text-captioning benefit. Therefore, in this article, we present the results of two experiments to systematically examine the robustness of caption benefits to speech
memory when captions are presented with different types
of real-world errors.

Listening Effort and Sentence Memory
Decades of research suggests that acoustically challenging speech increases listening effort and negatively
impacts speech memory and comprehension (PichoraFuller et al., 1995; see Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016, for a
recent review). Listening effort is common in everyday listening, with acoustically challenging environments presenting difficulties particularly for older adults who already
experience lowered hearing acuity. Importantly, while listening effort effects are larger for older adults with hearing loss, they are also observed in both older and younger
adults with normal hearing under conditions of increased
acoustic challenge (e.g., fast or accented speech, or speech
presented in noise; Payne et al., 2021; Wingfield et al.,
2005). Even under modest noise manipulations with high
intelligibility, listening effort still influences a number of
postperceptual language processes including syntactic processing, reliance on semantic context, and discourse processing (Ayasse & Wingfield, 2018; Payne & Silcox, 2019;
Piquado et al., 2012; Silcox & Payne, 2021.

Audiovisual Speech, Text Captioning, and
Effortful Listening
Prior research has examined whether audiovisual
(AV) input may help combat the harmful effects of effortful listening on speech memory and comprehension. Previous work has shown that viewing a speaker’s face
improves speech perception in noise, reduces listening
effort, and yields improved speech memory, particularly
among older adults with hearing loss (Girin et al., 2001;
Grant, 2001; Grant & Seitz, 2000; Jesse & Janse, 2012).
More recently, assistive text captioning has also been
shown to produce large benefits to speech comprehension,
memory, and attention in a range of individuals from
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young to old (Gernsbacher, 2015; Payne et al., 2021;
Zekveld et al., 2008, 2009).
Gordon-Salant and Callahan (2009) examined the
benefit to recognition accuracy in older adults while
watching television programs with only hearing aids, with
only text captions, or with both hearing aids and text captions. Results suggested not only that older adults gained
the most benefit from text caption conditions but also that
hearing aids provided no increased benefit over and above
text captioning. More recent work has shown that partially accurate text from ASR systems, when paired with
degraded speech, improved immediate recall of keywords
compared to auditory-only or text-only conditions (Krull
& Humes, 2016). Similar research found that text presentation that was congruent with degraded speech improved
immediate word recall, whereas text that was incongruent
to the degraded speech showed neither positive nor negative effects (Grossman & Rajan, 2017). While these studies
suggest that the AV addition to text captioning can help
deflect the negative effects of listening to speech in noise,
the variability of text-captioning methods used in these
studies were substantial, and many did not follow typical
presentation for real-word ASR systems. For example,
Krull and Humes (2016) presented text cues word by word
in a rapid serial visual presentation paradigm, precluding
the ability to read and reread naturally (see Schotter &
Payne, 2019).
Payne et al. (2021) therefore tested the benefits of
text captioning using a more naturalistic text-captioning
presentation. Participants, including younger and older
adults with varying levels of hearing acuity, heard speech
in quiet or with two levels of background noise (+ 7 dB
signal-to-noise ratio [SNR], + 3 dB SNR). Speech was
presented either alone (no captions) or with realistic text
captioning. Critically, findings showed that the negative
effects of noise on recall and recognition memory were
attenuated for both younger and older adults with text
captions. Furthermore, the largest text-captioning benefit
was seen among older adults with poorer hearing acuity.
Importantly, the negative effects of the noise manipulation were likely due to increases in listening effort rather
than masking. The beneficial effects on memory were
observed despite the fact that intelligibility was near ceiling even in the lowest SNR, suggesting that the benefit
provided by realistic text captions was driven by reducing
the costs of listening effort.
While Payne et al. (2021) determined a systematic
method of approximating real-world ASR captioning,
even these captions were error free. Payne et al. used a
multiword cumulative text presentation paradigm, in
which sentences were 18 words long with text presenting
in three-word chunks and timed to appear at the offset of
the audio of the last word in the previous text chunk. In
this study, we use the same text segmentation technique,

but critically, we systematically introduce captioning
errors to directly examine the effects of specific captioning
error types on speech memory. The three most common
types of errors seen in ASR systems are substitution, deletion, and insertion errors.

Error Processing in Text Captioning
Real ASR systems, such as large vocabulary speech
recognition algorithms, which are common for textcaptioned speech systems, can show error rates as high as
50% under conditions of acoustic noise variability, pronunciation, and accents (Errattahi et al., 2018). Typical
ASR system performance is also influenced by small
amounts of ambient noise, ASR-system vocabulary size,
phoneme recognition, and microphone quality (Karpagavalli
& Chandra, 2016). ASR evaluation metrics have been
established to more closely examine errors found in captioning. For example, the word error rate (WER) metric
is the most common metric for measuring incorrect
system-automated words arising from three error categories: substitutions, deletions, and insertions. WER is the
proportion of substitution, deletion, and insertions errors
over the total number of words (McCowan et al., 2004).
Researchers have also examined differences in speech
captioning error rate between humans and ASR systems
and found that while both show similar performance, WER
is typically lower in humans (Thomas et al., 2019). The
WER metric is popular for benchmarking ASR systems as
most errors can be categorized into one of the three error
types aforementioned. For example, Zhou et al. (2018)
detailed ASR errors in dictated clinical notes, using the substitution, insertion, and deletion metrics to calculate WER.
The authors found that deletion errors were most common,
followed by insertion errors, and that other non-WER category errors were rare. Other research has similarly shown
that deletion, insertion, and substitution errors were the
most commonly found errors in ASR compared to other
error types (Errattahi et al., 2018; McCowan et al., 2004;
Mishra et al., 2011; Quint et al., 2008). While there are
other metrics and likely other errors of interest that could
be explored, as this study is the first of its type, we used
the most popular and widely used caption error classification in the ASR literature.
Therefore, in this study, to simulate substitution
errors, we replace a single target word with a phonologically related but semantically anomalous word that may be
more difficult to rule out as an error initially, as the text
matches some acoustic features of the original word. We
simulated deletion errors by removing a single target
word. This error type may be particularly difficult for participants that rely strongly on the text as the primary
modality. Lastly, insertion errors were simulated by
including a semantically incongruent word before the

target word. This error type may be particularly difficult
for older adults who have shown greater difficulty with
inhibiting nonrelevant information and ignoring distractors while reading (Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Kemper &
McDowd, 2006; Rozek et al., 2012).
Although prior work has not systematically manipulated captioning errors based on these common error categories, several studies have examined captioned speech
processing in real-world ASR systems that contain some
degree of error. Zekveld et al. (2008) examined the benefits of ASR systems when speech was presented in background noise. They found that the improvement in speech
comprehension was dependent on the accuracy of the
ASR text output, suggesting that word recognition was
more challenging when text captions contained errors.
However, overall, speech comprehension in younger
adults was still improved with partially incorrect text
captions compared to speech alone. While errors were
systematically varied for each experiment, the exact number and type of errors that appeared in the experiment
were not manipulated, making it difficult to evaluate the
potential effects of the errors themselves. In a follow-up
study, Zekveld et al. (2009) expanded on the previous
research to examine the effects of partly incorrect text
captions on speech comprehension in a population of
older adults with hearing impairments. Again, this study
found that regardless of age and hearing loss, participants still benefitted more from partly incorrect text captions compared to no text captions. This study, however,
followed the previous by not specifying the error characteristics that were used in the text captions. Krull and
Humes (2016) created text caption in stimuli by passing
degraded speech through an ASR system, producing variable caption accuracy. Both younger and older adults were
shown to have improved immediate recall regardless of
caption errors when text and speech were combined compared to either unimodal condition. However, errors were
not systematically assessed, and the type and rate of error
were not specified.
Smith and Fogerty (2015) investigated the effects of
speech memory when both speech and text conditions
were partly degraded multiple times throughout the sentence by inserting silences or masking text by overlaying it
with a vertical bar pattern. Sentences were designed to
preserve 33%, 50%, or 66% of the speech or text signal
being manipulated. They found that sentence recognition
in degraded unimodal and multimodal conditions were
differentially affected, such that speech was more robust
to degradation compared to text. Contrary to this finding,
another study also examined the interruption rate of
speech and text stimuli and found that the rate of interruption for text recognition was more robust than speech
recognition (Shafiro et al., 2018). Fogerty et al. (2020)
interrupted sentences both unimodally and multimodally
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through either silence (auditory) or a white space mask
over text (visual). These findings showed that, even in
conditions where both modalities experienced interruption,
the addition of a second modality improved sentence intelligibility and compensated for degraded speech. While
these studies do clearly show negative effects of interruption rates, the unnatural paradigm of visually masked text
does not mirror the type of signal degradation present in
real-world ASR systems.

This Study
In this study, we report two experiments examining
the effects of substitution, insertion, or deletion errors on
memory for text-captioned speech under conditions of low
and high acoustic challenges. Mirroring Payne et al.
(2021), multiple memory outcomes were assessed, including target word recall, total sentence recall, delayed sentence recognition memory, and delayed sentence recognition confidence. In Experiment 1, the effects of acoustic
challenge (i.e., background noise) and caption error type
were examined in young listeners with normal hearing. If
error processing negatively impacts the captioning benefit,
we should observe poorer memory for items with caption
errors compared to no errors. It remains an open question
whether certain qualitative caption errors would prove to
be more detrimental than others. In Experiment 2, we replicated Experiment 1 in a group of older adults with varying levels of hearing acuity. Here, we also question
whether certain error types may be more susceptible to
negative effects of noise or hearing loss, as compared to
other errors.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants
Twenty-seven participants gave written informed
consent. Participants’ mean age was 21 years old (range:
19–33). The sample was 93% Caucasian and 7% Asian.
All participants completed high school, 90% reported
some college experience, and one participant completed
some postgraduate education. No participants reported
color blindness, use of a hearing aid, or hearing loss. No
participants reported any diagnosed neurological disorder.
Six participants reported some history of depression or
anxiety. All participants participated in an informed consent procedure approved by the institutional review board
at The University of Utah.
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Hearing Assessment and Vision Screening
Stimuli were presented through an MA 41 audiometer
via RadioEar IP30 insert air-conduction earphones. Two
hearing tests, pure-tone audiometry and speech recognition
thresholds (SRTs), were conducted. The Hughson–Westlake
procedure was used to find the lowest level (measured in
dB HL) at which a tone was perceived at least 50% of the
time. Thresholds were found for 250, 500, 1000, 2000,
4000, 6000, and 8000 Hz for each ear. If a 20-dB difference was found between 500 and 1000 Hz, 1000 and 2000 Hz,
or 2000 and 4000 Hz, interoctaves of 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz,
respectively, were also measured. SRTs were measured
using a recorded W-1 spondee word list from the Central
Institute for the Deaf (CID; Auditec). Beginning at 30 dB
HL and again using the Hughson–Westlake method,
spondaic words (words containing two equally stressed
syllables, e.g., “playground,” “daybreak,” “northwest”),
were presented to participants who were asked to repeat
the word they heard. The Rosenbaum visual acuity test
was also used to test near visual acuity of participants.

Cognitive Assessments
Verbal fluency was also measured through the phonemic fluency task (Benton & deS Hamsher, 1978). In this
task, participants were given a letter (e.g., “F”) and asked
to produce as many words that they could think of that
begin with that letter within 60 s. Scores were recorded as
the total amount of accurate unique words produced
across trials in the allotted time.
A short-form computerized version of the reading
span task was used to measure verbal working memory
capacity, similar to the study of Oswald et al. (2015). Participants were asked to read sentences 12–15 words in
length, determine whether the sentence was sensible, and
then remember a letter presented on the screen for later
recall at the end of the set. Scores were recorded as the
number of trials in which the participant recalled all letters in the correct order. Higher scores correlate to larger
working memory capacity.
Last, the extended range vocabulary test (Ekstrom,
1976) assessed verbal ability. Participants were given
6 min to complete the test that consisted of choosing the
correct synonym for a target word out of a list of five possible words. Scores equaled the number of correct answers
minus a fraction of incorrect answers. Higher scores
reflect better verbal ability.

Stimulus Materials and Design
Participants simultaneously heard and read a total
of 120 propositionally dense sentences, adapted from the
study of Payne et al. (2021). Sentences were 18 words long

and dealt with diverse topics in science, nature, and history, originally adapted from popular magazines like
National Geographic (example sentences are shown below).
Sentences were recorded by a single female native English
speaker in a quiet room via a cardioid Universal Serial
Bus microphone (frequency response: 20 Hz–20 kHz; sample rate 48 kHz, maximum sound pressure level (SPL):
120 dB). Audio was recorded and digitized at a sampling
rate of 44.1 kHz. The audio track was subsequently
trimmed to eliminate silence preceding and following each
sentence. Sound files were equated on root-mean-square
amplitude. The noise masker was a stationary speechshaped noise with the same average long-term frequency
spectrum of the speech; therefore, the noise spectrum did
not change from sentence to sentence.
Sentences were presented either in quiet or with +3 dB
of stationary speech-shaped background noise to simulate
the effects of degraded auditory perceptual input. For the
caption errors, a single target word was chosen for the
error manipulation. This manipulation was only present
for the text captions but not for the speech stimuli. The
target word was always a meaning–bearing open-class
word that was important to the understanding of the sentence. In substitution errors, the target word was replaced
with a phonologically related (with the target word) but
semantically synonymous (with the sentence) substitution.
Deletion errors omitted the target word completely from
the sentence. Insertion errors added an anomalous word
that was semantically unassociated but of the same syntactic class as the target word before the target word. An
example of each of the four conditions is shown below
(note that the full list of stimuli is available in the
Appendix).
1.

2.

3.

4.

Control transcription (no errors): The average height
of adult pygmies is four feet six inches because they
can’t process normal growth hormones.
Substitution error—the target word (in bold) is
replaced with a phonologically related but semantically anomalous substitution: The average height of
adult pygmies is four feet six inches because they
can’t prostate normal growth hormones.
Deletion error—the target word is deleted (indicated
by [∅]): The average height of adult pygmies is four
feet six inches because they can’t [∅] normal growth
hormones.
Insertion error—a randomly selected monosyllabic
open-class word (underlined) is inserted prior to the
target word: The average height of adult pygmies is
four feet six inches because they can’t raft process
normal growth hormones.

Thus, the final design was a within-subject,
repeated-measures design crossing Error (four levels:

control captioning, substitution error, deletion error,
and insertion error) × Noise (two levels: quiet and +3
dB SNR). Stimuli were counterbalanced across conditions into separate lists such that an individual subject
would be exposed to only one list, and any item would
be equally likely to belong to any condition across
participants.

Procedure, Apparatus, and Outcome
Measures
Participants were tested in a quiet sound-attenuated
experiment room. Speech stimuli were presented through
the sound card of the stimulus presentation computer routed to an MA 41 audiometer via the auxiliary channel,
allowing for the direct control of stimulus intensity. The
audiometer routed the speech to the participant via RadioEar IP30 insert air-conduction earphones. Stimuli were
presented at 60 dB HL for all participants. All hardware
was calibrated to standard in our testing room by a
National Association of Special Equipment Distributors
(NASED)–certified technician. Stimuli were presented
monoaurally to the better hearing ear (based on average
pure-tone thresholds between 1 and 4 kHz).
For the text-captioned speech conditions, we used a
multiword cumulative text segmentation technique adapted
from the study of Payne et al. (2021), with modifications to
include sentence errors. This method was used to simulate
real-time captioning of common ASR systems, such as the
ones used for captioned telephone conversations. To summarize this technique, text was presented in fixed threeword “chunks” yoked to the speech such that the visual
presentation onset of each three-word text segment cooccurred with the auditory offset of the third word of that
segment. Therefore, text never preceded the speech, similar
to real-world ASR systems. Text was presented cumulatively, with each previous text segment remaining on the
screen until the end of the sentence. This was accomplished
by creating a video file of each AV stimulus and editing
the text onsets and offsets manually via Adobe Premiere
Pro video editing software.
To ensure that participants read and listened simultaneously, the whole sentence disappeared from the screen
1000 ms after the offset of the final word of the sentence.
Following the sentence offset, a fixation cross (“+”)
appeared on the screen for a 5,000-ms retention interval,
and participants were instructed to fixate on the cross and
wait for a cue to recall the sentence. After 5,000 ms, the
recall cue was visually presented, at which point participants were instructed to verbally recall as much of the
speech that they could remember. After participants finished recalling the sentence, participants pressed a button
on a response box to move onto the next trial. Recalled
sentences were recorded for later transcription and scoring.
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Two recall measures were calculated. First, target word
recall was defined as whether the target word (i.e., where
the text errors were introduced) was correctly recalled. Second, total sentence recall was scored as the proportion of
all words correctly recalled from the sentence (e.g.,
Gilchrist et al., 2008; Potter & Lombardi, 1998), which, for
single sentences, correlates very strongly with gist-based
propositional scoring (typically above r = .9; Payne &
Stine-Morrow, 2016, 2017).
After all trials were completed, a delayed sentence
recognition memory task was administered (Payne et al.,
2021; Silcox & Payne, 2021). In the memory task, participants were presented with a set of 80 sentences and asked
to indicate whether or not they saw the sentence in the
study (recognition accuracy) and then rate their confidence
in their response (retrospective confidence) on a Likert
scale from 1 to 5, where 1 indicated no confidence and 5
indicated complete confidence (e.g., Busey et al., 2000). In
the recognition task, half of the items presented were foil
sentences that shared some features with the previously
heard sentences, and half of the items were identical to
the previously heard sentences (see Koeritzer et al., 2018;
Payne et al., 2021). Two measures were derived from this
instrument: sentence recognition accuracy and sentence recognition confidence.

Statistical Analysis
Separate binomial generalized linear mixed models
(GLMMs) were fit for (a) total sentence recall (a proportional variable at the single-trial level), (b) target word
recall (a binary outcome at the single-trial level), and (c)
recognition memory accuracy (a binary outcome at the
single-trial level). For these outcomes, binomial GLMMs
were estimated via maximum-likelihood estimation through
the Laplace approximation, and logit link functions were
used. For recognition confidence, a linear mixed-effects
model was fit to the data. For all models, completely
crossed random intercepts were defined for participants and
items, and the maximal random-effects structure that lead
to convergence was used for all within-subject effects (Barr
et al., 2013; Bates et al., 2015; Matuschek et al., 2017). In
order to improve model convergence, a variance components structure for the random slopes (excluding covariance terms between the random effects to improve convergence; see the study of Barr et al., 2013) was used. Separate
likelihood ratio tests were calculated for each omnibus factor
(i.e., each main effect and the interaction), along with specific pairwise contrast estimates for follow-up tests (est.) and
their corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Contrasts for the logit models are presented on a log odds
scale (such that CIs containing 0 indicate a nonstatistically significant effect at p < .05). Approximate degrees
of freedom for pairwise tests were calculated via a
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Satterthwaite approximation. All analyses were conducted
in the R language. Mixed models were fit using the packages lme4 and afex, and follow-up contrasts and linear
trend analyses were calculated via the emmeans package.

Results and Discussion
Hearing Testing
All participants successfully completed both hearing
evaluations. Figure 1 (left panel) shows the pure-tone
average (PTA) audiogram for the left and right ears from
250 to 8000 Hz. Using a better-ear PTA (1, 2, and 4 kHz)
of < 25 dB HL as a criterion for normal hearing (Hall &
Mueller, 1997), none of the participants had clinically relevant hearing loss. The average PTA for the better hearing ear (1, 2, and 4 kHz) was 6.42 dB HL (range: −3.33 to
15 dB HL). Average SRTs were 12.59 dB HL (SD = 4.24)
and 12.96 dB HL (SD = 6.24) for the left and right ears,
respectively. Therefore, the young adults in this sample
were all normal hearing.

Cognitive Test Battery
Table 1 provides means and standard deviations for
the measures in the cognitive test battery. Fluency and
verbal ability scores were comparable to the performance
of age and education matched samples (Tombaugh et al.,
1999). Although normative data are not available for
the verbal working memory assessment, Oswald et al.
(2015) reported an average score of 23.25 (SD = 4.78) on
the same computerized reading span assessment among
172 younger adults (Mage = 19.4). Our sample in this
study was not significantly different from the sample in
the study of Oswald et al., t(197) = 1.78, p > .05.

Target Word Recall
Figure 2 (left panel) plots target word recall as a function of caption error type and noise. Error bars represent
within-subject standard errors. A 4 (error type: no error,
insertion, deletion, and substitution) × 2 (noise: quiet and
+3 dB SNR) logit mixed model was fit to the word recall
data. This model revealed a nonsignificant main effect of
noise, χ2(1) = 3.60, p = .058, and a significant main effect
of error type, χ2(3) = 8.82, p = .03. The error effect was
driven by a small but significant decrease in target word
recall for deletion errors compared to both insertion (est. =
−.33, 95% CI [−0.57, −0.08]) and substitution (est. = −.33,
95% CI [−0.58, −0.08]) errors. However, there was no statistically significant difference between the no-error control
condition and any of the error types. The interaction was
not statistically significant, χ2(1) = 1.00, p = .80.

Figure 1. Pure-tone audiograms. Left panel: pure-tone average (PTA) for young adults (Experiment 1). Right panel: PTA for older adults
(Experiment 2).

Total Sentence Recall
Figure 2 (left panel) plots sentence recall accuracy as a
function of caption error type and noise. Error bars represent
within-subject standard errors. A 4 (error type: no error,
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of cognitive test battery performance among participants in Experiment 1 (young adults) and
Experiment 2 (older adults).
Experiment 1: Young adults
Measure
1. Phonemic fluency
2. Reading span
3. Vocabulary

M

SD

Min

Max

42.00
21.46
10.33

9.62
5.28
2.92

23
13
6

58
30
16

1.07
1.88
14.83
7.45
4.55

27
22
21
3
6

30
30
76
30
23

Experiment 2: Older adults
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MMSE
MoCA
Phonemic fluency
Reading span
Vocabulary

28.76
26.77
45.57
15.77
14.34

Note. MMSE = Mini-Mental State Exam; MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment.

insertion, deletion, and substitution) × 2 (noise: quiet and
+3 dB SNR) binomial generalized linear mixed-effects model
was fit to the recall data. This model revealed a statistically
significant main effect of noise, χ2(1) = 21.45, p < .001, such
that sentence recall was worse for sentences presented in
noise compared to quiet. There was no significant main
effect of error type, χ2(3) = 5.33, p > .05, or a significant
Error Type × Noise interaction, χ2(3) = 1.65, p > .05, suggesting that errors did not reliably impair overall sentence
recall in young listeners with normal hearing.

Recognition Memory Accuracy
Figure 2 (left panel) plots sentence recognition accuracy as a function of caption error type and noise. Error
bars represent within-subject standard errors. A 4 (error
type: no error, insertion, deletion, and substitution) × 2
(noise: quiet and +3 dB SNR) logit mixed-effects model
was fit to the accuracy data. Although the omnibus main
effect of error type was not statistically significant, χ2(3) =
7.70, p = .053, pairwise contrasts revealed that there was
significantly worse recognition memory in trials with an
insertion error compared to trials with no errors (est. =
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Figure 2. Sentence memory as a function of background noise and caption error type in Experiment 1 (left panel) and Experiment 2 (right
panel). Top row: target word recall. Second row: total sentence recall. Third row: sentence recognition memory accuracy. Bottom row: sentence recognition confidence. Standard errors reflect within-subject 95% confidence intervals.

−.99, 95% CI [−1.73, −0.26]). There was no main effect
of noise, χ2(1) = 0.56, p > 0.05, or a Caption Type ×
Noise interaction, χ2(1) = 2.41, p > .05.

Recognition Memory Confidence
Figure 2 (left panel) plots recognition memory confidence as a function of caption error type and noise. Error
bars represent within-subject standard errors. A 4 (error
type: no error, insertion, deletion, and substitution) × 2
(noise: quiet and +3 dB SNR) linear mixed-effects model
was fit to the recognition confidence data. This model
revealed statistically significant main effects of noise, χ2(1) =
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4.13, p < .05, such that recognition confidence was worse for
sentences presented in noise compared to quiet. Although
the main effect of error type was not statistically significant,
χ2(3) = 7.02, p = .07, pairwise contrasts revealed there was
significantly lower recognition confidence in trials with deletion errors compared to trials with no errors (est. = −.11,
95% CI [−0.19, −0.02]). The Error Type × Noise interaction
was not significant, χ2(3) = 3.88, p > .05.

Discussion
Findings from the first experiment provide modest
evidence that text caption errors interfered with speech

memory. Notably, while delayed recognition memory outcomes were hampered by these errors, such that recognition accuracy was worse for items with insertion errors
and recognition confidence was worse for items with deletion errors, immediate word and sentence recall were not
strongly affected by any errors (compared to the control
condition with no errors). Interestingly, the previous work
of Payne et al. (2021), which used the same noise manipulation, stimuli, and presentation method (with no errors)
to examine text-captioned speech memory, showed noise
effects with text captions to be small and not significant
in young adults with normal hearing. In contrast, the current findings showed large noise effects on sentence recall.
Thus, although there were no systematic differences
between error conditions in total sentence recall, one possibility is that the large noise effects in this study could
have been caused by the introduction of text-captioning
errors increasing listening effort more generally throughout the task, leading to a larger noise-related decrement
to text-captioned speech overall.
Overall, this experiment provided some modest evidence that caption errors may negatively impact longterm recognition memory in young adults with normal
hearing, although the effects were small and target word
recall and sentence recall were not strongly affected. It is
interesting to note, however, that in young listeners with
normal hearing who may not need to rely on text captions
to maintain good performance, a negative effect of just a
single-word error had a small but consistent negative effect
on long-term memory for the entire sentence. In Experiment 2, we examine whether the negative effects of caption
errors are more pronounced among older adults with
varying degrees of hearing acuity, who may rely more
on environmental supports like text captions to supplement speech processing (e.g., Payne et al., 2021).

Experiment 2
Method

participant reported a history of transient ischemic attack
without lasting symptomology, and one participant
reported peripheral nerve damage. In addition, 10 participants self-reported a current or prior history with depression or anxiety. All but one participant had at least 20/40
corrected near vision in one eye in the Rosenbaum vision
test. This participant showed low acuity in both eyes (20/
70, 20/100) but was still able to easily read the text captions
and complete the study. All participants participated in an
informed consent procedure approved by the institutional
review board at The University of Utah.

Hearing Assessment and Vision Screening
Stimuli were presented through an MA 41 audiometer
via RadioEar IP30 insert air-conduction earphones. Two
hearing tests, pure-tone audiometry and SRTs, were conducted following the same procedure as in Experiment 1.
The Rosenbaum visual acuity test was also used to test near
visual acuity of participants.

Cognitive Assessment
A short battery of cognitive assessments was conducted for all participants. The first two of which are used
in clinical and research settings to assess risk for dementia
and mild cognitive impairment. The Mini-Mental State
Exam (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) is a 30-item questionnaire that is often used to indicate risk for cognitive
impairment in individuals that score below 24. The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA; Nasreddine et al.,
2005) is a brief cognitive battery used to assess risk for
mild cognitive impairment. Although initial cutoff scores
for the MoCA were set at 26, more recent work has suggested that this threshold has a high false positive rate and
that lower thresholds (e.g., 23: Carson et al., 2018; 20:
Waldron-Perrine & Axelrod, 2012) provide better sensitivity and specificity and reduce the risk of overpathologizing
cognitively intact older adults. The verbal fluency task,
reading span task, and the extended range vocabulary test
(as described in the Experiment 1 section) were also measured for older adults in Experiment 2.

Participants
Apparatus, Design, and Stimulus Materials
Twenty-seven older adults gave written informed
consent. Participants’ mean age was 67 years old (range:
60–80). The sample was 96% Caucasian, with one participant electing not to disclose race. In addition, 93% of
participants reported some college experience and 33%
had completed some postgraduate education. Three participants reported using a hearing aid (though not at the
time of the study), and 33% self-reported some degree of
hearing loss or diagnosed hearing problem. No participants reported a history of neurological disorders. One

The apparatus, design, and stimulus materials were
identical to those in the first experiment, with the exception
that stimuli were presented at 65 dB HL to participant’s
better hearing ear.

Audibility Control Task
To ensure that the speech-in-noise condition was
sufficiently intelligible at the target SNR, an audibility
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control task was used before completing the primary
experiment. Participants were asked to “shadow” six test
sentences with no text captions (five to seven words,
e.g., “Don’t touch the wet paint”) presented in the same
SNR in the noise condition in the primary experiment (+3
dB SNR) at 65 dB HL (see also Payne et al., 2021;
Wingfield et al., 2005). Participants shadowed the speech
in real time to reduce any memory components in the
task. Participants showed a 90% word shadowing accuracy, on average (min = 68%, max = 100%, SD = 9%),
indicating a high level of intelligibility in the speech-innoise condition.

error, insertion, deletion, and substitution) × 2 (noise:
quiet and +3 dB SNR) logit mixed model was fit to the
word recall data. This model revealed a significant main
effect of noise, χ2(1) = 23.04, p < .001, and a significant
main effect of error type, χ2(3) = 22.01, p < .001. This
effect was driven by significantly worse target word recall
for deletion (est. = −.60, 95% CI [−0.85, −0.35]), insertion
(est. = −.28, 95% CI [−0.53, −0.03]), and substitution
errors (est. = −.33, 95% CI [−0.58, −0.08]) compared to
no errors. The interaction was not statistically significant,
χ2(3) = 7.25, p = .06.

Total Sentence Recall

Results and Discussion
Hearing Testing
All participants successfully completed both hearing
evaluations. Figure 1 (right panel) shows the PTA audiogram
for the left and right ears from 250 to 8000 Hz. Using a
better-ear PTA (1, 2, and 4 kHz) of < 25 dB HL as a criterion
for normal hearing (Hall & Mueller, 1997), 28% of participants had clinically relevant hearing loss (n = 8). The average
PTA for the better hearing ear (1, 2, and 4 kHz) was 23.66
dB HL (range: 7.50–46.25 dB HL). Average SRTs were 25.86
dB HL (SD = 10.01) and 28.10 dB HL (SD = 8.91) for the
left and right ears, respectively.

Figure 2 (right panel) plots sentence recall proportion as a function of caption error type and noise. Error
bars represent within-subject standard errors. A 4 (error
type: no error, insertion, deletion, and substitution) × 2
(noise: quiet and +3 dB SNR) binomial GLMM was fit to
the recall data. This model revealed a statistically significant main effects of noise, χ2(1) = 40.22, p < .001, such
that recall was worse for sentences presented in noise compared to quiet. Additionally, there was a significant main
effect of error type, χ2(3) = 20.91, p < .001. This effect
was driven by significantly worse recall for trials with
insertion errors (est. = −.20, 95% CI [−0.30, −0.09]) and
substitution errors (est. = −.14, 95% CI [−0.23, −0.05])
compared to no errors. The Error Type × Noise interaction was not significant, χ2(3) = 3.23, p > .05.

Cognitive Test Battery
Delayed Recognition Memory Accuracy
Table 1 provides means and standard deviations
for the measures in the cognitive test battery. All participants scored within normal ranges on the MMSE and
MoCA, indicating that none of the participants showed
clinically relevant cognitive impairment. Fluency and
verbal ability scores were comparable to performance of
age and education matched samples (Tombaugh et al.,
1999). This sample of older adults did not differ significantly in verbal fluency from the younger adults in
Experiment 1, t = 1.05, p > .05. However, older adults
did score higher in vocabulary, t(52) = 3.85, p < .001, and
lower in verbal working memory, t(52) = 3.23, p < .01,
compared to the younger adults in Experiment 1, consistent with the well-reported age-related increases in verbal
ability (Verhaeghen, 2003) and age-related declines in
working memory (e.g., Bopp & Verhaeghen, 2005; see also
Payne et al., 2014).

Figure 2 (right panel) plots sentence recognition
accuracy as a function of caption error type and noise.
Error bars represent within-subject standard errors. A 4
(error type: no error, insertion, deletion, and substitution)
× 2 (noise: quiet and +3 dB SNR) logit mixed-effects
model was fit to the accuracy data. This model revealed a
significant main effect of noise, χ2(1) = 5.19, p < .05, such
that recognition memory was worse for sentences presented in noise compared to quiet. Although the omnibus
main effect of error type was not statistically significant,
χ2(3) = 6.36, p = .096, pairwise contrasts revealed that there
was significantly worse recognition memory for sentences
with insertion errors (est. = −.52, 95% CI [−0.99, −0.06])
and substitution errors (est. = −.49, 95% CI [−0.95,
−0.03]) compared to no errors. The Error Type × Noise
interaction was not significant, χ2(3) = 0.55, p > .05.

Target Word Recall

Recognition Memory Confidence

Figure 2 (right panel) plots target word recall as a
function of caption error type and noise. Error bars represent within-subject standard errors. A 4 (error type: no

Figure 2 (right panel) plots recognition confidence
as a function of caption error type and noise. A 4 (error
type: no error, insertion, deletion, and substitution) × 2
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Table 2. Likelihood ratio tests for hearing level, caption error type,
and noise effects on target word recall (top panel), total sentence
recall (middle panel), and delayed recognition memory (bottom
panel) in Experiment 2.
Target word recall
Effect

df

χ2

p value

Error type
Noise
Hearing level
Error Type × Noise
Error Type × Hearing Level
Noise × Hearing Level
Error Type × Noise × Hearing Level

3
1
1
3
3
1
3

22.07
28.58
5.18
9.38
10.85
0.46
3.58

< .001
< .001
.02
.03
.01
.50
.31

Effect

df

χ2

p value

Error type
Noise
Hearing level
Error Type × Noise
Error Type × Hearing Level
Noise × Hearing Level
Error Type × Noise × Hearing Level

3
1
1
3
3
1
3

23.04
40.18
3.31
1.99
6.29
2.35
7.93

< .001
< .001
.07
.57
.10
.13
.05

Effect

df

χ2

p value

Error type
Noise
Hearing level
Error Type × Noise
Error Type × Hearing Level
Noise × Hearing Level
Error Type × Noise × Hearing Level

3
1
1
3
3
1
3

5.65
5.60
1.34
0.52
9.98
0.46
3.15

.13
.02
.25
.91
.02
.50
.37

Total sentence recall

Recognition memory accuracy

Note. Boldface indicates statistically significant at p < .05.

(noise: quiet and +3 dB SNR) linear mixed-effects model
was fit to the recognition confidence data. There were no
significant effects of error type, χ2(3) = 6.23, p > .10;
noise, χ2(3) = 0.03, p > .10; or an Error Type × Noise
interaction, χ2(3) = 0.90, p > .10.

Interactions With Hearing Level
Additional analyses were conducted to test whether
individual differences in hearing level moderated the
effects of error type and background noise on target word
recall, sentence recall, recognition memory accuracy, and
recognition confidence. For these analyses, hearing level
was included as a covariate in the models fit above and
treated as a moderator of the effects of error type, noise,
and the Error Type × Noise interaction (i.e., a three-way
interaction Hearing Level × Error Type × Noise). The
omnibus results (likelihood ratio tests) of each model are
presented in Table 2. Figure 3 plots best fit linear trends
of hearing level on each outcome separately for each level
of error type and noise.

For target word recall, there was a significant Error
Type × Hearing Level interaction, indicating that the effects
of hearing loss on target word recall varied as a function of
caption error type. To decompose this interaction, we calculated model-based simple slopes (Aiken et al., 1991) of the
hearing level effect in each error condition, as well as contrasts of the hearing level slope between each error condition. These analyses revealed that the interaction was
driven by a larger negative effect of hearing loss on target
word recall for trials with substitution errors compared to
trials with no errors (est. = −.28, 95% CI [−0.52, −0.04]).
No other contrasts between the error trials and the no-error
control condition were significant. No other interactions
with hearing level were statistically significant.
For total sentence recall, there was a significant Error
Type × Noise × Hearing Level interaction, indicating that
the effects of hearing loss on total sentence recall varied as a
function of caption error type and noise. To decompose this
three-way interaction, we computed the simple slopes for
hearing level on recall separately for each caption condition
in both quiet and noise. In conditions with no captioning
errors, there was no reliable effect of hearing level on memory in quiet (est. = −.12, 95% CI [−0.33, 0.09]) or in noise
(est. = −.16, 95% CI [−0.37, 0.04]). However, for deletion
errors, there was a significant negative effect of hearing loss
on memory for trials presented in quiet only (est. = −.22,
95% CI [−0.42, −0.02]). For substitution errors, there was a
significant negative effect of hearing loss on memory for trials presented in noise only (est. = −.29, 95% CI [−0.51,
−0.08]). No other interaction with hearing level was statistically significant.
For recognition memory accuracy, we observed a
significant Error Type × Hearing Level interaction, indicating that the effects of hearing loss on speech recognition memory varied as a function of caption error type.
Similar to the above analyses, we calculated simple slope
contrasts of the hearing level effect between each error
type condition. These analyses revealed that the negative
effects of hearing loss on recognition memory were larger
for trials with deletion errors than for trials with no errors
(est. = −.49, 95% CI [−0.91, −0.08]), insertion errors
(est. = −.50, 95% CI [−0.80, −0.12]), or substitution errors
(est. = −.61, 95% CI [−1.02, −0.19]). Finally, we tested
the same interactions with hearing level on memory confidence ratings. This model revealed no significant interactions with hearing level (all p’s > .50).

Age Comparative Analysis
In order to facilitate cross-experiment interpretation
and to quantify age group differences in memory performance as a function of caption error type and noise, data
from the younger adults in Experiment 1 and the older
adults in Experiment 2 were combined. For each outcome
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Figure 3. Best fit linear trends for effects of hearing level on target word recall (top row), total sentence recall (middle panel), and delayed
recognition memory accuracy (bottom panel) as a function of background noise and caption error type in Experiment 2. SNR = signal-tonoise ratio; PTA = pure-tone average.

measure (target word recall, total sentence recall, recognition memory accuracy, and recognition confidence), separate (G)LMMs were fit testing whether age group moderated the experimental effects (i.e., Age × Error Type ×
Noise interactions). Table 3 presents the omnibus likelihood
ratio test results from each model. Reported results here
focus only on age group differences.
For target word recall, a significant Noise × Age
interaction was observed, reflecting a larger negative effect
of noise on target word recall in older compared to younger adults. In addition, a significant Error Type × Age
interaction was observed. As detailed above, this interaction was driven by a lack of reliable differences between
the no-caption control and caption error conditions in
younger adults, whereas older adults showed reliably
worse memory for deletion, substitution, and insertion
errors relative to no errors. For total sentence recall, there
was a significant Noise × Age interaction, reflecting significantly larger effects of noise on sentence recall for older
adults compared to younger adults. The Error Type ×
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Age interaction was not statistically significant (p = .08),
but the trending age difference was driven by stronger
effects of captioning errors on total sentence recall for
older compared to younger adults, as detailed in the above
Results sections. For recognition memory accuracy, there
were no age group interactions with noise or caption error
type, as both younger adults and older adults showed negative effects of text caption errors on recognition memory.
However, older adults overall showed poorer recognition
memory than young adults. Finally, recognition confidence
showed no reliable age group differences.

Discussion
In the second experiment, findings suggest that text
caption errors and noise significantly interfered with
speech memory and were differentially affected by error
type. Contrary to prior studies suggesting minimal effects
of text errors/degradation (i.e., Fogerty et al., 2020; Krull

Table 3. Likelihood ratio tests for age comparative analysis across
Experiments 1 and 2.
Target word recall
Effect

df

χ2

p value

Error type
Noise
Age
Error Type × Noise
Error Type × Age
Noise × Age
Error Type × Noise × Age

3
1
1
3
3
1
3

21.35
22.39
11.08
3.12
9.27
3.87
4.82

< .001
< .001
< .001
.374
.026
.049
.185

Effect

df

χ2

p value

Error type
Noise
Age
Error Type × Noise
Error Type × Age
Noise × Age
Error Type × Noise × Age

3
1
1
3
3
1
3

21.72
64.67
8.07
3.38
6.85
10.64
1.35

< .001
< .001
.004
.336
.077
.001
.716

Effect

df

χ2

p value

Error type
Noise
Age
Error Type × Noise
Error Type × Age
Noise × Age
Error Type × Noise × Age

3
1
1
3
3
1
3

12.5
3.42
12.38
2.67
1.79
0.49
1.32

.006
.064
< .001
.445
.617
.483
.723

greater disruption to total sentence recall in quiet when
captions contained deletion errors, as well as for substitution errors for speech presented in noise. Similarly, adults
with decreased hearing level showed a greater disruption to
recognition memory when captions contained deletion
errors. Collectively, these findings suggest larger effects of
captioning errors on speech memory for adults with greater
hearing loss. Possible explanations for the effects of specific
error types are explored below in the general discussion.

Total sentence recall

Recognition memory accuracy

Note. Effects of age, caption error type, and noise on target word
recall (top panel), total sentence recall (middle panel), and delayed
recognition memory (bottom panel). Boldface indicates statistically
significant at p < .05.

& Humes, 2016), we observed consistent negative effects of
captioning errors on recall and recognition. Compared to
Experiment 1, the negative effects of captioning errors
appeared larger and more widespread for older adults, not
only occurring for recognition memory (like the young
adults in Experiment 1) but also impacting immediate target word and total sentence recall. Importantly, negative
effects on total sentence recognition memory and total sentence recall occurred despite the fact that error trials contained only a single-word deletion, substitution, or insertion
error. We discuss possible explanations for the differences
across error type in the general discussion below.
Replicating Experiment 1, we again observed additive effects of error type and noise. However, in Experiment 2, where our older adult participant sample showed
greater variability in hearing acuity, we did observe interactions between hearing level and error type for target
word recall, total sentence recall, and recognition memory
accuracy. Specifically, we saw that adults with decreased
hearing level showed a greater disruption to target word
recall when captions contained substitution errors, and

General Discussion
Across two experiments, we examined the effects of
captioning errors on memory for text-captioned speech in
quiet and in background noise. In the first experiment, we
examined young adults with normal hearing, and in the second experiment, we examined older adults with varying
levels of hearing acuity. We adapted a realistic cumulative
text-captioning method from Payne et al. (2021) with the
addition of one of three common ASR errors—substitutions,
insertions, or deletions. We examined the effects of textcaptioning errors relative to text captions with no errors for
target word recall, total sentence recall, delayed recognition
memory accuracy, and delayed recognition confidence.
Previous research has shown conflicting evidence of
the effects that text caption errors have on memory for
speech. Some research has found that the addition of text
captions improved sentence intelligibility and recall regardless of whether errors or degradation was present (Fogerty
et al., 2020; Krull & Humes, 2016; Zekveld et al., 2009),
whereas other research has suggested that it is more challenging to recall text-captioned speech with errors than without errors (Zekveld et al., 2008). These conflicting findings
bring into question the benefit provided by text captioning
when modeled after real-world ASR systems. Although prior
work has examined error rate, to our knowledge, no prior
work has systematically varied error type on a single target
word. Across both experiments, our findings showed that the
magnitude of the text-captioning benefit to speech memory
was dependent on whether captions contained even a singleword error. In the following, we discuss our findings in detail
and the implications of these findings for our understanding
of listening effort and text-captioned speech processing.

Text-Captioning Errors
Discussions around the benefit of text captioning on
speech processing have grown in recent years, with several
studies demonstrating that the simultaneous presentation of
text and degraded speech can benefit speech perception,
intelligibility, word recognition, and subsequent memory
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(Gordon-Salant & Callahan, 2009; Grossman & Rajan,
2017; Payne et al., 2021). Several studies have examined the
effects of text-captioning errors on speech memory but
have focused only on error rate. Error rate is important to
examine, as whole-sentence robust effects given in a
single-word sentence error would suggest that errors may
have a substantial negative effect on memory. However,
much of this research is missing a valuable additional factor that may help us further understand how errors effect
memory: error type. This is particularly important if negative effects are seen in a single error that are of a certain
type and placed on a critical meaning–bearing word.
Errors have been studied in several forms of
degraded text captioning (Fogerty et al., 2020; Krull &
Humes, 2016; Zekveld et al., 2008, 2009) in which speech
was put through ASR systems to simulate real-world text
caption errors. However, these studies did not specifically
record the error rate or type and, therefore, could not
assess the exact impact of captioning errors on speech
memory. Further studies attempted to assess the error rate
more closely (Shafiro et al., 2018; Smith & Fogerty,
2015), but they varied in the error rate in any given sentence, making it difficult to determine possible causes of
the negative effects they had on speech memory.
Our study sought to systematically establish a fixed
error rate in combination with one of three error types to
better understand the impact errors have on speech memory in real-world environments. Although the younger
adults in Experiment 1 showed minimal effects on caption
errors on target word recall (i.e., worse target word performance in deletion errors compared to other error types,
but no difference from control) and no difference in immediate sentence recall, they did show poorer recognition
accuracy within sentences containing insertion errors
(compared to no errors). Similarly, confidence ratings
were less accurate within sentences that had deletion
errors. There were no interactions between noise and error
type, suggesting similar effects of captioning errors regardless of acoustic challenge.
Similarly, older adults in Experiment 2 showed additive effects of error type and noise on target word recall,
total sentence recall, and recognition memory accuracy.
However, effects of captioning errors appeared to be more
robust and widespread in older adults. Specifically, older
adults showed worse target word recall for sentences presented in noise compared to quiet and for sentences containing a deletion, insertion, or substitution error compared to sentences with no errors. Similarly, older adults
showed poorer total sentence recall for sentences presented
in noise compared to quiet and for sentences containing
an insertion or substitution error compared to sentences
with no error. Additionally, recognition memory was less
accurate for text-captioned speech with insertion and substitution errors (compared to no errors).
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We additionally observed that certain caption error
effects were exacerbated in individuals with hearing loss.
For older adults with poorer hearing acuity, we observed
that sentences with substitution errors affected target word
recall more, whereas sentences presented in quiet with
deletion errors and sentences presented in noise with substitution errors affected total sentence recall more. Similarly, deletion errors impacted recognition memory more
for older adults with poorer hearing acuity. Importantly,
across both experiments, speech memory was disrupted
even when only a single-word error was present, suggesting broad negative effects of captioning errors on memory
for both younger and older adults.

AV Processing of Text and Speech
There are (at least) two possible mechanisms underlying the negative effects of caption errors on speech memory. First, if listeners rely heavily on the text input over
speech, then any disconnect between the caption and the
speech—even a single word—could be striking, leading to
worse subsequent memory, which we see in this study. This
explanation may be consistent with the above finding that,
for older adults with greater hearing loss, substitution errors
and deletion errors (which remove information present in the
speech signal) more negatively affected memory, whereas
hearing loss did not differentially influence memory for
captions that merely contained an insertion error. Under
this notion, adults with hearing loss may adopt a strategy
whereby they rely more strongly on the text in order to
compensate for degraded auditory input. While this
approach is highly beneficial when text captions are accurate, even a single-word captioning error can be more costly
to these adults. However, the finding that caption errors
and noise had additive effects in both experiments may suggest a broader negative influence of captioning errors, as
errors impaired speech memory even when speech was clear
and listening effort was putatively low. Therefore, a greater
reliance on text captions when speech is acoustically challenging cannot fully explain the pattern of results.
A second possible explanation for our findings centers real-time AV integration (AVI) of text and speech:
Listeners rapidly integrate text and speech information
into a single representation. Indeed, extant behavioral and
neuroimaging findings suggest that text cues rapidly modulate speech perception, suggesting AVI as a possible candidate mechanism for text-captioned speech processing.
Under this theory, cross-modal conflict arising from errors
in text captioning led to difficulties in real-time AVI of
text and speech, negatively impacting the subsequent multimodal memory representation. For example, in the case
of substitution errors, which impacted speech recall and
recognition in older adults, the caption error was always

phonologically similar to the target word in speech. The conflict between the auditory and visual words may lead to
interference or ambiguity in word recognition, resulting in
poorer memory encoding. Similarly, for insertion errors, the
addition of a semantically anomalous word in the text may
interfere with building a message-level memory representation. Indeed, this finding would be consistent with prior
work (Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Kemper & McDowd, 2006;
Rozek et al., 2012), showing that older adults display greater
difficulty in inhibiting irrelevant and distracting information.
For example, Rozek et al. (2012) had participants read short
texts with anomalous “distracter” words (in different fonts).
Whereas younger adults learned to ignore the distracter
words, older adults showed a greater disruption from the
anomalous insertion words and could not learn to inhibit
the distracting words. Similarly, in this study, older adults
showed consistent disruption to memory when text captions
contained even a single anomalous and irrelevant word.

Listening Effort and Speech Memory
In Experiment 1, we found that younger adults
showed negative effects of background noise for total sentence recall. In Experiment 2, we found similar negative
effects for target word recall, total sentence recall, and
delayed recognition memory among older adults. Moreover, these effects were more detrimental to older adults
with lowered hearing acuity. This is consistent with previous work that suggests that increased listening effort, from
listening to speech in noise, impacts speech memory and
comprehension (Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995), even when
there is only a modest noise manipulation (Ayasse &
Wingfield, 2018; Payne et al., 2021).
Payne et al. (2021) showed that in blocks of text captions with no errors, noise effects were reduced to nonsignificance in younger adults and nearly so in older adults. This
is consistent with the idea that noise effects are attenuated
for text-captioned speech. However, in this study, when
only a quarter of the sentences contained no error, we
observed very strong effects of noise across both experiments. The majority of our sentences having contained
errors may have led to less of a reliance overall on the text
captions overall, leading to stronger noise effects in the
speech compared to the prior study in which captions were
perfect and therefore could be relied upon more strongly.

several important limitations and areas of future research
that need to be discussed. First, while our study simulated
real-world text captioning, we did so through high-control
artificial manipulations and did not jointly consider the role
of error rate. Future work should consider how frequently
each of these types of errors occurs and systematically
study the joint effects of error type and rate. However, this
study used the lowest possible error rate (a single-word
error) and still produced robust negative effects on memory, especially for older adults. Importantly for younger
adults, future work looking at increased error rate may
yield more negative effects in that group.
Individual participant strategies should also be considered as participants may attempt to rely on a single modality
rather than the combined text and speech. Text-captioned
speechreading strategies may alter how individual participants attempt to combat the negative memory effects that
caption errors and background noise bring about. If participants try to ignore the speech, in favor of reading the text,
text error effects should be more prominent. However, if participants attempt to ignore the text and rely on the speech
(essentially bypassing the text error effect), noise effects
should more negatively impact memory as the visual modality benefit is lost. In this case, future studies may consider
eye-tracking measures (e.g., word fixation durations and
skipping rate) to ensure that participants are not ignoring
the text captions by examining how the participant is reading
and rereading the text as it appears along with the speech.

Conclusions
This study was the first to our knowledge to systematically examine the effects of different text-captioning errors
on memory for text-captioned speech. The findings from
our two experiments clearly indicate that even a singleword error in text captions can be deleterious to subsequent
memory. Although negative effects of errors were observed
in both young listeners with normal hearing and older
adults and were similar in magnitude regardless of background noise, we did observe that error effects were larger
among older adults particularly those with lowered hearing
acuity, suggesting that these groups may show an increased
reliance on text captions compared to young listeners with
normal hearing. Overall, this study suggests that to produce
the greatest benefit to memory, it is crucial that text captions are as accurate as possible.

Limitations and Future
Research Directions
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Full List of Stimuli From Experiments 1 and 2
Trial

Condition

1
1
1

Control
Deletion
Insertion

1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

8
8

Deletion
Insertion

8

Substitution

9

Control

9
9

Deletion
Insertion

9

Substitution

10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
13
13
13

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

13
14
14
14
14

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution

Sentence
The Central Georgia Railroad used to be the most complete and elegant railroad complex in the United States.
The Central Georgia Railroad used to be the most complete and elegant railroad in the United States.
The Central Georgia Railroad used to be the most complete and elegant railroad mugged complex in the United
States.
The Central Georgia Railroad used to be the most complete and elegant railroad comfort in the United States.
Every morning housewives in Bali put some rice on small pieces of banana leaves to ward off spirits.
Every morning housewives in Bali put some on small pieces of banana leaves to ward off spirits.
Every morning housewives in Bali put some niece rice on small pieces of banana leaves to ward off spirits.
Every morning housewives in Bali put some right on small pieces of banana leaves to ward off spirits.
The innermost layer of fur on a Husky, which is as soft as goose down, keeps it warm.
The innermost layer of fur on a Husky, which is as soft as goose keeps it warm.
The innermost layer of fur on a Husky, which is as soft as goose rung down, keeps it warm.
The innermost layer of fur on a Husky, which is as soft as goose doubt, keeps it warm.
In many species it is the females who shape evolution through their subtle exercise of choice in mating.
In many species it is the who shape evolution through their subtle exercise of choice in mating.
In many species it is the furs females who shape evolution through their subtle exercise of choice in mating.
In many species it is the femurs who shape evolution through their subtle exercise of choice in mating.
Most Turkish peddlers pool their meager funds in order to travel to big cities in tired old buses.
Most Turkish peddlers pool their meager in order to travel to big cities in tired old buses.
Most Turkish peddlers pool their meager scrubbed funds in order to travel to big cities in tired old buses.
Most Turkish peddlers pool their meager fungus in order to travel to big cities in tired old buses.
The white-backed night heron hides by day in reed beds and does not venture out until after twilight.
The white-backed night heron hides by day in reed and does not venture out until after twilight.
The white-backed night heron hides by day in reed grange beds and does not venture out until after twilight.
The white-backed night heron hides by day in reed bets and does not venture out until after twilight.
As a boy, Norman Rockwell drew pictures of sailing ships copying them from packs of American Fleet cigarettes.
As a boy, Norman Rockwell drew pictures of sailing copying them from packs of American Fleet cigarettes.
As a boy, Norman Rockwell drew pictures of sailing lodged ships copying them from packs of American Fleet cigarettes.
As a boy, Norman Rockwell drew pictures of sailing shin copying them from packs of American Fleet cigarettes.
The atmosphere of Venus has temperatures similar to those of a self-cleaning oven and incinerates any foreign
objects.
The atmosphere of Venus has temperatures similar to those of a self-cleaning and incinerates any foreign objects.
The atmosphere of Venus has temperatures similar to those of a self-cleaning lathe oven and incinerates any foreign
objects.
The atmosphere of Venus has temperatures similar to those of a self-cleaning avert and incinerates any foreign
objects.
For thousands of years Utah has seemed a promised land to Native Americans, mountain men, and religious
pilgrims.
For thousands of years Utah has seemed a promised to Native Americans, mountain men, and religious pilgrims.
For thousands of years Utah has seemed a promised guile land to Native Americans, mountain men, and religious
pilgrims.
For thousands of years Utah has seemed a promised lamp to Native Americans, mountain men, and religious
pilgrims.
Whitehall Castle, a favorite of King Henry the Eighth, was furnished with the earliest steam bath in England.
Whitehall Castle, a favorite of King Henry the Eighth, was with the earliest steam bath in England.
Whitehall Castle, a favorite of King Henry the Eighth, was stalled furnished with the earliest steam bath in England.
Whitehall Castle, a favorite of King Henry the Eighth, was furry with the earliest steam bath in England.
At night impalas rely on big ears and a keen sense of smell as their defense against predators.
At night impalas rely on big ears and a keen sense of as their defense against predators.
At night impalas rely on big ears and a keen sense of veg smell as their defense against predators.
At night impalas rely on big ears and a keen sense of smelt as their defense against predators.
A leopard is strong and agile enough to be able to tackle prey weighing twice its own weight.
A leopard is strong and agile enough to be able to prey weighing twice its own weight.
A leopard is strong and agile enough to be able to snot tackle prey weighing twice its own weight.
A leopard is strong and agile enough to be able to taboo prey weighing twice its own weight.
The ancient Greeks never included any ball games in their Olympics, dismissing them literally as only child’s play.
The ancient Greeks never any ball games in their Olympics, dismissing them literally as only child’s play.
The ancient Greeks never panes included any ball games in their Olympics, dismissing them literally as only child’s
play.
The ancient Greeks never increment any ball games in their Olympics, dismissing them literally as only child’s play.
Galileo got tired of using his telescope to spot ships and pointed it to the starry sky instead.
Galileo got tired of using his telescope to spot ships and it to the starry sky instead.
Galileo got tired of using his telescope to spot ships and drenched pointed it to the starry sky instead.
Galileo got tired of using his telescope to spot ships and poignant it to the starry sky instead.
(table continues)
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Full List of Stimuli From Experiments 1 and 2
Trial

Condition

Sentence

15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
17
17
17

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

17
18
18
18
18
19
19
19

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

19
20

Substitution
Control

20
20

Deletion
Insertion

20

Substitution

21
21
21

Control
Deletion
Insertion

21
22
22
22
22
23
23
23

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

23
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
26
26
26

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

26
27

Substitution
Control

27

Deletion

27

Insertion

27

Substitution

Uniting in the Middle Ages, merchants wrestled power from feudal lords and gave rise to a middle class.
Uniting in the Middle Ages, merchants wrestled power from feudal and gave rise to a middle class.
Uniting in the Middle Ages, merchants wrestled power from feudal lambs lords and gave rise to a middle class.
Uniting in the Middle Ages, merchants wrestled power from feudal lore and gave rise to a middle class.
The Saint Lawrence seaway unites the five Great Lakes with the whitecaps and whales of the Atlantic Ocean.
The Saint Lawrence seaway the five Great Lakes with the whitecaps and whales of the Atlantic Ocean.
The Saint Lawrence seaway longed unites the five Great Lakes with the whitecaps and whales of the Atlantic Ocean.
The Saint Lawrence seaway unique the five Great Lakes with the whitecaps and whales of the Atlantic Ocean.
Teddy Roosevelt was the one who established national parks in America to preserve the beauty of the wilderness.
Teddy Roosevelt was the one who established national in America to preserve the beauty of the wilderness.
Teddy Roosevelt was the one who established national wield parks in America to preserve the beauty of the
wilderness.
Teddy Roosevelt was the one who established national parch in America to preserve the beauty of the wilderness.
The average height of adult Pygmies is four feet six inches because they can’t process normal growth hormones.
The average height of adult Pygmies is four feet six inches because they can’t normal growth hormones.
The average height of adult Pygmies is four feet six inches because they can’t raft process normal growth hormones.
The average height of adult Pygmies is four feet six inches because they can’t prostate normal growth hormones.
Cobras and vipers lurk near the rice paddies in Burma making snakebites a frequent cause of deaths there.
Cobras and vipers lurk near the rice paddies in Burma making a frequent cause of deaths there.
Cobras and vipers lurk near the rice paddies in Burma making showered snakebites a frequent cause of deaths
there.
Cobras and vipers lurk near the rice paddies in Burma making snacksize a frequent cause of deaths there.
Years ago physicians believed that an abnormal imbalance of bodily humors was the underlying cause of mental
illness.
Years ago physicians believed that an abnormal of bodily humors was the underlying cause of mental illness.
Years ago physicians believed that an abnormal spud imbalance of bodily humors was the underlying cause of
mental illness.
Years ago physicians believed that an abnormal imbecile of bodily humors was the underlying cause of mental
illness.
Experienced hunters in the Canadian north are able to build an igloo in thirty minutes using hard-packed snow.
Experienced hunters in the Canadian north are able to an igloo in thirty minutes using hard-packed snow.
Experienced hunters in the Canadian north are able to smacks build an igloo in thirty minutes using hard-packed
snow.
Experienced hunters in the Canadian north are able to biscuit an igloo in thirty minutes using hard-packed snow.
The coastal waters in Alaska are sometimes murky due to the silt that runs off of the glaciers.
The coastal waters in Alaska are sometimes murky due to the that runs off of the glaciers.
The coastal waters in Alaska are sometimes murky due to the tic silt that runs off of the glaciers.
The coastal waters in Alaska are sometimes murky due to the silk that runs off of the glaciers.
A gigantic water reserve under the central Midwest provides most of the irrigation water used by seven states.
A gigantic water reserve under the central Midwest most of the irrigation water used by seven states.
A gigantic water reserve under the central Midwest tempt provides most of the irrigation water used by seven
states.
A gigantic water reserve under the central Midwest proverbial most of the irrigation water used by seven states.
The streets of Toronto are laid out in long rows of tidy brick houses and tall shade trees.
The streets of Toronto are laid out in long rows of tidy brick and tall shade trees.
The streets of Toronto are laid out in long rows of tidy brick hast houses and tall shade trees.
The streets of Toronto are laid out in long rows of tidy brick hounds and tall shade trees.
Every September citizens of the Virgin Islands set aside a legal holiday to pray for protection from hurricanes.
Every September citizens of the Virgin Islands set aside a legal to pray for protection from hurricanes.
Every September citizens of the Virgin Islands set aside a legal rump holiday to pray for protection from hurricanes.
Every September citizens of the Virgin Islands set aside a legal hollow to pray for protection from hurricanes.
Since the last blaze in Yellowstone Park, burned vegetation has begun recycling back to a lodgepole pine forest.
Since the last blaze in Yellowstone Park, burned has begun recycling back to a lodgepole pine forest.
Since the last blaze in Yellowstone Park, burned fused vegetation has begun recycling back to a lodgepole pine
forest.
Since the last blaze in Yellowstone Park, burned veridical has begun recycling back to a lodgepole pine forest.
Since George Washington’s time United States Presidents have received presents from both ordinary citizens and
heads of state.
Since George Washington’s time United States Presidents have received from both ordinary citizens and heads of
state.
Since George Washington’s time United States Presidents have received frauds presents from both ordinary
citizens and heads of state.
Since George Washington’s time United States Presidents have received prejudice from both ordinary citizens and
heads of state.
(table continues)
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Full List of Stimuli From Experiments 1 and 2
Trial

Condition

Sentence

28
28
28
28
29
29
29

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

29
30

Substitution
Control

30

Deletion

30

Insertion

30

Substitution

31

Control

31
31

Deletion
Insertion

31

Substitution

32

Control

32

Deletion

32

Insertion

32

Substitution

33
33
33
33
34

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

34

Deletion

34

Insertion

34

Substitution

35

Control

35

Deletion

35

Insertion

35

Substitution

36
36
36

Control
Deletion
Insertion

36
37
37
37
37

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution

Rice that is tinted with turmeric and blessed by a priest is showered over Hindu brides and grooms.
Rice that is tinted with turmeric and blessed by a is showered over Hindu brides and grooms.
Rice that is tinted with turmeric and blessed by a ream priest is showered over Hindu brides and grooms.
Rice that is tinted with turmeric and blessed by a precinct is showered over Hindu brides and grooms.
In redwood forests mosses reach a foot thick and contain more green leafy material than the trees themselves.
In redwood forests mosses reach a foot thick and contain more green leafy than the trees themselves.
In redwood forests mosses reach a foot thick and contain more green leafy straws material than the trees
themselves.
In redwood forests mosses reach a foot thick and contain more green leafy maternity than the trees themselves.
Conservationists in South Africa hope to preserve a balance between the nation’s wildlife and an expanding human
population.
Conservationists in South Africa hope to preserve a balance between the nation’s and an expanding human
population.
Conservationists in South Africa hope to preserve a balance between the nation’s quarts wildlife and an expanding
human population.
Conservationists in South Africa hope to preserve a balance between the nation’s wipeout and an expanding
human population.
The luminous mists and airy sheep-cropped valleys that have bewitched English poets still delight the eye and
heart.
The luminous mists and airy sheep-cropped valleys that have English poets still delight the eye and heart.
The luminous mists and airy sheep-cropped valleys that have tripe bewitched English poets still delight the eye and
heart.
The luminous mists and airy sheep-cropped valleys that have bewildered English poets still delight the eye and
heart.
Many treasure hunters have to abandon sunken ship sites in order to escape threatening weather and bountyhunting pirates.
Many treasure hunters have to abandon sunken ship in order to escape threatening weather and bounty-hunting
pirates.
Many treasure hunters have to abandon sunken ship droves sites in order to escape threatening weather and
bounty-hunting pirates.
Many treasure hunters have to abandon sunken ship psychic in order to escape threatening weather and bountyhunting pirates.
Bearded seal pups live on small blocks of ice so catching them for study is a challenging task.
Bearded seal pups live on small of ice so catching them for study is a challenging task.
Bearded seal pups live on small lurked blocks of ice so catching them for study is a challenging task.
Bearded seal pups live on small blonde of ice so catching them for study is a challenging task.
Pitting muscles against mountains, volunteers haul boulders to shore up overused hiking trails in England’s fabled
lake country.
Pitting muscles against mountains, volunteers haul to shore up overused hiking trails in England’s fabled lake
country.
Pitting muscles against mountains, volunteers haul ticked boulders to shore up overused hiking trails in England’s
fabled lake country.
Pitting muscles against mountains, volunteers haul boldly to shore up overused hiking trails in England’s fabled
lake country.
Cutthroat trout congregate around the shallower waters which makes them accessible to shore-dwelling animals
that hunt for fish.
Cutthroat trout congregate around the shallower which makes them accessible to shore-dwelling animals that hunt
for fish.
Cutthroat trout congregate around the shallower dud waters which makes them accessible to shore-dwelling animals
that hunt for fish.
Cutthroat trout congregate around the shallower watchers which makes them accessible to shore-dwelling animals
that hunt for fish.
The Galapagos penguin, which stands only twenty inches high, is one of the smallest and rarest of penguins.
The Galapagos penguin, which only twenty inches high, is one of the smallest and rarest of penguins.
The Galapagos penguin, which spurred stands only twenty inches high, is one of the smallest and rarest of
penguins.
The Galapagos penguin, which stamps only twenty inches high, is one of the smallest and rarest of penguins.
The skin of the elephantfish feels to the touch as if woven of raw silk and aluminum foil.
The skin of the elephantfish to the touch as if woven of raw silk and aluminum foil.
The skin of the elephantfish cocked feels to the touch as if woven of raw silk and aluminum foil.
The skin of the elephantfish feeds to the touch as if woven of raw silk and aluminum foil.
(table continues)
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38

Control

38
38

Deletion
Insertion

38

Substitution

39
39
39

Control
Deletion
Insertion

39
40
40
40

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

40
41

Substitution
Control

41
41

Deletion
Insertion

41

Substitution

42
42
42

Control
Deletion
Insertion

42
43
43
43
43
44
44
44
44
45
45
45
45
46

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

46
46

Deletion
Insertion

46
47
47
47
47
48
48
48

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

48
49
49
49
49

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution

Sentence
Jane Goodall spent thirty-five years in Africa living among the chimpanzees while studying their habits and daily
lives.
Jane Goodall spent thirty-five years in Africa living among the chimpanzees while their habits and daily lives.
Jane Goodall spent thirty-five years in Africa living among the chimpanzees while teamed studying their habits and
daily lives.
Jane Goodall spent thirty-five years in Africa living among the chimpanzees while studders their habits and daily
lives.
Both summer and winter monsoons feed the swollen rivers that gush from the mountains of beautiful Sri Lanka.
Both summer and winter monsoons feed the swollen that gush from the mountains of beautiful Sri Lanka.
Both summer and winter monsoons feed the swollen gasps rivers that gush from the mountains of beautiful
Sri Lanka.
Both summer and winter monsoons feed the swollen risen that gush from the mountains of beautiful Sri Lanka.
In the Basque region of western France the chore of clearing rocks from farmland led to stone-lifting competitions.
In the Basque region of western France the chore of clearing from farmland led to stone-lifting competitions.
In the Basque region of western France the chore of clearing meats rocks from farmland led to stone-lifting
competitions.
In the Basque region of western France the chore of clearing rots from farmland led to stone-lifting competitions.
Foreigners introduced the game of tug-of-war to Filipinos early in this century as a peaceful substitute for
head-hunting.
Foreigners introduced the game of tug-of-war to Filipinos early in this as a peaceful substitute for head-hunting.
Foreigners introduced the game of tug-of-war to Filipinos early in this whacked century as a peaceful substitute for
head-hunting.
Foreigners introduced the game of tug-of-war to Filipinos early in this sensual as a peaceful substitute for
head-hunting.
Whereas most Greek temples were built with open spaces, the Temple of Zeus has walls between the columns.
Whereas most Greek temples were with open spaces, the Temple of Zeus has walls between the columns.
Whereas most Greek temples were shelled built with open spaces, the Temple of Zeus has walls between the
columns.
Whereas most Greek temples were big with open spaces, the Temple of Zeus has walls between the columns.
The Lakota people honor the buffalo as a life giver and purify its hide with sage and cedar.
The Lakota people honor the buffalo as a life and purify its hide with sage and cedar.
The Lakota people honor the buffalo as a life pang giver and purify its hide with sage and cedar.
The Lakota people honor the buffalo as a life giddy and purify its hide with sage and cedar.
Great White sharks hunt for sea lions, harbor seals, and other sea creatures in many prime surfing spots.
Great White sharks hunt for sea lions, harbor and other sea creatures in many prime surfing spots.
Great White sharks hunt for sea lions, harbor bib seals, and other sea creatures in many prime surfing spots.
Great White sharks hunt for sea lions, harbor seers, and other sea creatures in many prime surfing spots.
In spite of the fact that male silverback gorillas swagger and slap the ground, they are not aggressive.
In spite of the fact that male silverback gorillas swagger and the ground, they are not aggressive.
In spite of the fact that male silverback gorillas swagger and weir slap the ground, they are not aggressive.
In spite of the fact that male silverback gorillas swagger and slack the ground, they are not aggressive.
Skeletal remains of wild dogs indicate that Asian seafarers introduced the dingo to Australia thousands of years
ago.
Skeletal remains of wild dogs indicate that Asian seafarers the dingo to Australia thousands of years ago.
Skeletal remains of wild dogs indicate that Asian seafarers tripped introduced the dingo to Australia thousands of
years ago.
Skeletal remains of wild dogs indicate that Asian seafarers introjected the dingo to Australia thousands of years ago.
The wombat sleeps in a burrow by day emerging at night to nibble grass in the Australian outback.
The wombat sleeps in a burrow by day emerging at to nibble grass in the Australian outback.
The wombat sleeps in a burrow by day emerging at faiths night to nibble grass in the Australian outback.
The wombat sleeps in a burrow by day emerging at knife to nibble grass in the Australian outback.
Swordfish and marlins have muscles behind their eyes which adjust the temperatures of their brains in colder waters.
Swordfish and marlins have muscles behind their which adjust the temperatures of their brains in colder waters.
Swordfish and marlins have muscles behind their pail eyes which adjust the temperatures of their brains in colder
waters.
Swordfish and marlins have muscles behind their ice which adjust the temperatures of their brains in colder waters.
Native people in Venezuela are known to dine on giant tarantulas whose legs span a ten-inch dinner plate.
Native people in Venezuela are known to dine on giant tarantulas whose span a ten-inch dinner plate.
Native people in Venezuela are known to dine on giant tarantulas whose scrawled legs span a ten-inch dinner plate.
Native people in Venezuela are known to dine on giant tarantulas whose lead span a ten-inch dinner plate.
(table continues)
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50
50
50
50
51
51
51
51
52

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

52
52

Deletion
Insertion

52

Substitution

53
53
53

Control
Deletion
Insertion

53
54
54
54

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

54
55
55
55
55
56
56
56
56
57
57
57
57
58

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

58

Deletion

58

Insertion

58

Substitution

59

Control

59
59

Deletion
Insertion

59
60
60
60

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

60
61
61
61
61
62
62
62
62

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution

The city of Venice, with its canals and its magnificent architecture, only covers a mere three square miles.
The city of Venice, with its and its magnificent architecture, only covers a mere three square miles.
The city of Venice, with its clove canals and its magnificent architecture, only covers a mere three square miles.
The city of Venice, with its cancers and its magnificent architecture, only covers a mere three square miles.
The “ghost deer” is an unusual variety of white-tailed deer that lives only in central New York State.
The “ghost deer” is an unusual variety of white-tailed that lives only in central New York State.
The “ghost deer” is an unusual variety of white-tailed wreath deer that lives only in central New York State.
The “ghost deer” is an unusual variety of white-tailed details that lives only in central New York State.
The Atlantic puffin takes on vivid bill colors and facial embellishments during its spring and summer breeding
season.
The Atlantic puffin on vivid bill colors and facial embellishments during its spring and summer breeding season.
The Atlantic puffin fern takes on vivid bill colors and facial embellishments during its spring and summer breeding
season.
The Atlantic puffin taints on vivid bill colors and facial embellishments during its spring and summer breeding
season.
Quilts made by the Mennonite women in Ohio differ greatly from those made by the Mennonites of Pennsylvania.
Quilts made by the Mennonite women in Ohio greatly from those made by the Mennonites of Pennsylvania.
Quilts made by the Mennonite women in Ohio etched differ greatly from those made by the Mennonites of
Pennsylvania.
Quilts made by the Mennonite women in Ohio diffuse greatly from those made by the Mennonites of Pennsylvania.
Eagles prefer tall trees with widely spaced branches which allow clear flight paths to and from their large nests.
Eagles prefer tall trees with widely spaced which allow clear flight paths to and from their large nests.
Eagles prefer tall trees with widely spaced aides branches which allow clear flight paths to and from their large
nests.
Eagles prefer tall trees with widely spaced branded which allow clear flight paths to and from their large nests.
Southern elephant seals can stay submerged to feed on squid for almost two hours in icy Antarctic waters.
Southern elephant seals can stay submerged to feed on for almost two hours in icy Antarctic waters.
Southern elephant seals can stay submerged to feed on stint squid for almost two hours in icy Antarctic waters.
Southern elephant seals can stay submerged to feed on squint for almost two hours in icy Antarctic waters.
For some African lionesses a meal is often as much a matter of luck and circumstance as skill.
For some African lionesses a is often as much a matter of luck and circumstance as skill.
For some African lionesses a winged meal is often as much a matter of luck and circumstance as skill.
For some African lionesses a meat is often as much a matter of luck and circumstance as skill.
Saudi Arabians who travel to Syria drink beer, which is forbidden by strict Islamic laws in Saudi Arabia.
Saudi Arabians who travel to Syria drink which is forbidden by strict Islamic laws in Saudi Arabia.
Saudi Arabians who travel to Syria drink scarf beer, which is forbidden by strict Islamic laws in Saudi Arabia.
Saudi Arabians who travel to Syria drink beet, which is forbidden by strict Islamic laws in Saudi Arabia.
Scientists are exploring the lives of the Neanderthals, an ancient people who dominated Europe long before
modern man.
Scientists are exploring the of the Neanderthals, an ancient people who dominated Europe long before modern
man.
Scientists are exploring the brig lives of the Neanderthals, an ancient people who dominated Europe long before
modern man.
Scientists are exploring the lines of the Neanderthals, an ancient people who dominated Europe long before
modern man.
Genghis Khan and his warriors gained invincibility by taking sandstorm baths and drinking the blood of their
horses.
Genghis Khan and his warriors gained invincibility by taking sandstorm and drinking the blood of their horses.
Genghis Khan and his warriors gained invincibility by taking sandstorm tombs baths and drinking the blood of their
horses.
Genghis Khan and his warriors gained invincibility by taking sandstorm bands and drinking the blood of their horses.
Fungus is big business in the Kennet Square region of Pennsylvania where mushrooms are the major cash crop.
Fungus is big business in the Kennet Square region of Pennsylvania where are the major cash crop.
Fungus is big business in the Kennet Square region of Pennsylvania where shrugs mushrooms are the major cash
crop.
Fungus is big business in the Kennet Square region of Pennsylvania where mundane are the major cash crop.
New evidence suggests that infants may have highly active minds even in the first few months of life.
New evidence suggests that infants may have highly active even in the first few months of life.
New evidence suggests that infants may have highly active beet minds even in the first few months of life.
New evidence suggests that infants may have highly active might even in the first few months of life.
The magnificence of northern Arizona constantly calls to mind all that we imagine the Wild West to be.
The magnificence of northern Arizona constantly to mind all that we imagine the Wild West to be.
The magnificence of northern Arizona constantly rouse calls to mind all that we imagine the Wild West to be.
The magnificence of northern Arizona constantly caldron to mind all that we imagine the Wild West to be.
(table continues)
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63
63
63

Control
Deletion
Insertion

63

Substitution

64
64
64

Control
Deletion
Insertion

64
65
65
65
65
66
66
66
66
67
67
67
67
68
68
68

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

68
69
69
69
69
70
70
70
70
71
71
71

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

71
72
72
72
72
73
73
73
73
74

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

74
74

Deletion
Insertion

74
75
75
75
75
76
76
76
76
77

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

Sentence
Herdwick sheep, whose wool is used mainly in rugs, are descended from lambs introduced by the Viking settlers.
Herdwick sheep, whose is used mainly in rugs, are descended from lambs introduced by the Viking settlers.
Herdwick sheep, whose duels wool is used mainly in rugs, are descended from lambs introduced by the Viking
settlers.
Herdwick sheep, whose women is used mainly in rugs, are descended from lambs introduced by the Viking
settlers.
Crocodiles have valves in their throats that close to prevent drowning when they open their mouths under water.
Crocodiles have valves in their that close to prevent drowning when they open their mouths under water.
Crocodiles have valves in their phrased throats that close to prevent drowning when they open their mouths under
water.
Crocodiles have valves in their throws that close to prevent drowning when they open their mouths under water.
Lions had all but disappeared from South Africa by the turn of the century due to unbridled hunting.
Lions had all but disappeared from South Africa by the turn of the due to unbridled hunting.
Lions had all but disappeared from South Africa by the turn of the smacked century due to unbridled hunting.
Lions had all but disappeared from South Africa by the turn of the sentence due to unbridled hunting.
Dams and canals on the upper Nile have diverted the river’s path opening the land for more residents.
Dams and canals on the upper Nile have diverted the river’s opening the land for more residents.
Dams and canals on the upper Nile have diverted the river’s grille path opening the land for more residents.
Dams and canals on the upper Nile have diverted the river’s past opening the land for more residents.
Great Britain ruled Ceylon for over a century leaving behind a deep passion for cricket and pipe smoking.
Great Britain ruled Ceylon for over a century leaving behind a deep for cricket and pipe smoking.
Great Britain ruled Ceylon for over a century leaving behind a deep hens passion for cricket and pipe smoking.
Great Britain ruled Ceylon for over a century leaving behind a deep passive for cricket and pipe smoking.
Suburbs surround the salt ponds beside San Diego Bay where black skimmers and many other bird species nest.
Suburbs surround the salt beside San Diego Bay where black skimmers and many other bird species nest.
Suburbs surround the salt crept ponds beside San Diego Bay where black skimmers and many other bird species
nest.
Suburbs surround the salt pots beside San Diego Bay where black skimmers and many other bird species nest.
Leatherback turtles will grow to a size of over six feet on a diet consisting mainly of jellyfish.
Leatherback turtles will grow to a size of over six feet on a consisting mainly of jellyfish.
Leatherback turtles will grow to a size of over six feet on a pests diet consisting mainly of jellyfish.
Leatherback turtles will grow to a size of over six feet on a dire consisting mainly of jellyfish.
Japanese fans are fearful that many of their great baseball players will go west to the United States.
Japanese fans are fearful that many of their great baseball will go west to the United States.
Japanese fans are fearful that many of their great baseball cob players will go west to the United States.
Japanese fans are fearful that many of their great baseball placate will go west to the United States.
Leafcutter ants are serious pests for farmers and ranchers but benefit grasslands and forests by aerating the soil.
Leafcutter ants are serious pests for farmers and but benefit grasslands and forests by aerating the soil.
Leafcutter ants are serious pests for farmers and winced ranchers but benefit grasslands and forests by aerating
the soil.
Leafcutter ants are serious pests for farmers and ransoms but benefit grasslands and forests by aerating the soil.
The sky-high world of the rain forest canopy is a biological frontier where there is much to discover.
The sky-high world of the rain forest canopy is a biological where there is much to discover.
The sky-high world of the rain forest canopy is a biological cysts frontier where there is much to discover.
The sky-high world of the rain forest canopy is a biological frontal where there is much to discover.
Windsor Castle was erected on a bluff in a valley which is an ideal spot for a fortress.
Windsor Castle was erected on a bluff in a which is an ideal spot for a fortress.
Windsor Castle was erected on a bluff in a moths valley which is an ideal spot for a fortress.
Windsor Castle was erected on a bluff in a valet which is an ideal spot for a fortress.
Russians crowded into major thoroughfares with their pushcarts last year when selling goods on the street was
legalized.
Russians crowded into major with their pushcarts last year when selling goods on the street was legalized.
Russians crowded into major mocked thoroughfares with their pushcarts last year when selling goods on the street
was legalized.
Russians crowded into major thoracic with their pushcarts last year when selling goods on the street was legalized.
Male buntings are super singers who are able to produce over one hundred notes in their distinctive songs.
Male buntings are super singers who are able to over one hundred notes in their distinctive songs.
Male buntings are super singers who are able to vibes produce over one hundred notes in their distinctive songs.
Male buntings are super singers who are able to procure over one hundred notes in their distinctive songs.
Female honeybees that collect pollen and nectar will fly more than one mile to find fields of wildflowers.
Female honeybees that collect pollen and nectar will more than one mile to find fields of wildflowers.
Female honeybees that collect pollen and feats nectar will fly more than one mile to find fields of wildflowers.
Female honeybees that collect pollen and necking will fly more than one mile to find fields of wildflowers.
Lions have relatively small hearts that cannot withstand the demands of long chases in the heat of day.
(table continues)
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77
77
77
78
78
78
78
79
79
79

Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

79
80

Substitution
Control

80

Deletion

80

Insertion

80

Substitution

81

Control

81
81

Deletion
Insertion

81

Substitution

82

Control

82
82

Deletion
Insertion

82

Substitution

83
83
83
83
84

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

84
84

Deletion
Insertion

84

Substitution

85
85
85
85
86

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control

86
86

Deletion
Insertion

86

Substitution

87
87
87
87
88
88
88
88

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution

Lions have relatively small hearts that cannot withstand the of long chases in the heat of day.
Lions have relatively small hearts that cannot withstand the surged demands of long chases in the heat of day.
Lions have relatively small hearts that cannot withstand the demarcate of long chases in the heat of day.
Late in the day vast schools of dwarf herring begin to feed, covering reefs and filling coral caves.
Late in the day vast schools of dwarf herring begin to covering reefs and filling coral caves.
Late in the day vast schools of dwarf herring begin to hutch feed, covering reefs and filling coral caves.
Late in the day vast schools of dwarf herring begin to feat, covering reefs and filling coral caves.
Some Japanese groups tattoo mustaches on their daughters by rubbing soot into small knife cuts above the lips.
Some Japanese groups mustaches on their daughters by rubbing soot into small knife cuts above the lips.
Some Japanese groups chests tattoo mustaches on their daughters by rubbing soot into small knife cuts above
the lips.
Some Japanese groups tattered mustaches on their daughters by rubbing soot into small knife cuts above the lips.
Each summer Hindus and Buddhists enjoy flame-juggling acrobats during ten days of parades that include elephants
and drummers.
Each summer Hindus and Buddhists enjoy flame-juggling acrobats during ten of parades that include elephants
and drummers.
Each summer Hindus and Buddhists enjoy flame-juggling acrobats during ten maim days of parades that include
elephants and drummers.
Each summer Hindus and Buddhists enjoy flame-juggling acrobats during ten date of parades that include elephants
and drummers.
Jet noise has been extremely stressful to wildlife but military combat training is still allowed over animal
sanctuaries.
Jet noise has been extremely stressful to wildlife but military combat is still allowed over animal sanctuaries.
Jet noise has been extremely stressful to wildlife but military combat bleeds training is still allowed over animal
sanctuaries.
Jet noise has been extremely stressful to wildlife but military combat tradesman is still allowed over animal
sanctuaries.
Throughout the Ming Dynasty, Chinese craftsmen used to make special markings on porcelain pieces to honor the
emperor.
Throughout the Ming Dynasty, Chinese craftsmen used to make special on porcelain pieces to honor the emperor.
Throughout the Ming Dynasty, Chinese craftsmen used to make special lads markings on porcelain pieces to honor
the emperor.
Throughout the Ming Dynasty, Chinese craftsmen used to make special martyrs on porcelain pieces to honor the
emperor.
Most fig seeds that fall in the rain forest fall onto the shadowed ground and fail to flourish.
Most fig seeds that fall in the rain fall onto the shadowed ground and fail to flourish.
Most fig seeds that fall in the rain moth forest fall onto the shadowed ground and fail to flourish.
Most fig seeds that fall in the rain foreign fall onto the shadowed ground and fail to flourish.
Ancient ruins in Mexico reveal a civilization of people who were both highly skilled artisans and bloodthirsty
warriors.
Ancient ruins in Mexico reveal a civilization of who were both highly skilled artisans and bloodthirsty warriors.
Ancient ruins in Mexico reveal a civilization of lads people who were both highly skilled artisans and bloodthirsty
warriors.
Ancient ruins in Mexico reveal a civilization of peapods who were both highly skilled artisans and bloodthirsty
warriors.
The white-chinned swift of Latin America grows a garden by planting bits of live moss in its nest.
The white-chinned swift of Latin America a garden by planting bits of live moss in its nest.
The white-chinned swift of Latin America banked grows a garden by planting bits of live moss in its nest.
The white-chinned swift of Latin America grope a garden by planting bits of live moss in its nest.
Florida panthers are susceptible to ringworm as the result of an immune system deficiency brought on by
inbreeding.
Florida panthers are susceptible to ringworm as the of an immune system deficiency brought on by inbreeding.
Florida panthers are susceptible to ringworm as the brunt result of an immune system deficiency brought on by
inbreeding.
Florida panthers are susceptible to ringworm as the resent of an immune system deficiency brought on by
inbreeding.
Hippos are brutes who have fearsome tusks in their mouths which they use on anything in their way.
Hippos are brutes who have fearsome in their mouths which they use on anything in their way.
Hippos are brutes who have fearsome hone tusks in their mouths which they use on anything in their way.
Hippos are brutes who have fearsome tussle in their mouths which they use on anything in their way.
Male tropical fish swim loops and grunt loudly in order to attract the females to the shallower waters.
Male tropical fish swim loops and loudly in order to attract the females to the shallower waters.
Male tropical fish swim loops and maul grunt loudly in order to attract the females to the shallower waters.
Male tropical fish swim loops and grunge loudly in order to attract the females to the shallower waters.
(table continues)
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89
89
89
89
90
90
90

Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

90
91
91
91
91
92
92
92
92
93
93
93
93
94
94
94
94
95
95
95

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

95
96
96
96
96
97
97
97
97
98
98
98

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion

98
99
99
99
99
100
100
100
100
101
101
101
101
102
102
102
102
103
103
103
103

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution

Sentence
The face of the red velvet fish is as soft as a pillow but its tentacles are venomous.
The face of the red velvet is as soft as a pillow but its tentacles are venomous.
The face of the red velvet sores fish is as soft as a pillow but its tentacles are venomous.
The face of the red velvet fist is as soft as a pillow but its tentacles are venomous.
Puritans who hailed from the east of England introduced the forerunner of baseball which they called “town ball.”
Puritans who hailed from the east of England the forerunner of baseball which they called “town ball.”
Puritans who hailed from the east of England goofed introduced the forerunner of baseball which they called
“town ball.”
Puritans who hailed from the east of England introvert the forerunner of baseball which they called “town ball.”
Pole vaulting was first invented by the Dutch who would vault over canals in order to stay dry.
Pole vaulting was first by the Dutch who would vault over canals in order to stay dry.
Pole vaulting was first tubs invented by the Dutch who would vault over canals in order to stay dry.
Pole vaulting was first invasion by the Dutch who would vault over canals in order to stay dry.
Early Japanese archers shot from horseback and were required to hit the target or take their own lives.
Early Japanese archers shot from and were required to hit the target or take their own lives.
Early Japanese archers shot from draped horseback and were required to hit the target or take their own lives.
Early Japanese archers shot from houseboat and were required to hit the target or take their own lives.
It is considered a sacrilege to shout in the Siberian pastures of Ukok for it offends the spirits.
It is considered a sacrilege to shout in the Siberian of Ukok for it offends the spirits.
It is considered a sacrilege to shout in the Siberian boa pastures of Ukok for it offends the spirits.
It is considered a sacrilege to shout in the Siberian passion of Ukok for it offends the spirits.
Romans used to believe that they could cure baldness with a mixture of pig’s lard and seahorse ashes.
Romans used to believe that they could cure baldness with a mixture of pig’s and seahorse ashes.
Romans used to believe that they could cure baldness with a mixture of pig’s docked lard and seahorse ashes.
Romans used to believe that they could cure baldness with a mixture of pig’s large and seahorse ashes.
Dog sleds are not permitted on hiking trails in Idaho because officials believe that barking will frighten wildlife.
Dog sleds are not permitted on hiking trails in Idaho because believe that barking will frighten wildlife.
Dog sleds are not permitted on hiking trails in Idaho because blower officials believe that barking will frighten
wildlife.
Dog sleds are not permitted on hiking trails in Idaho because offensive believe that barking will frighten wildlife.
Rice provides twenty-five to 80% of the calories in the daily diet of half the world’s population.
Rice provides twenty-five to 80% of the in the daily diet of half the world’s population.
Rice provides twenty-five to 80% of the slay calories in the daily diet of half the world’s population.
Rice provides twenty-five to 80% of the calumny in the daily diet of half the world’s population.
Hunting caribou is a rite and a necessity for the native Indians of the Arctic Village in Alaska.
Hunting caribou is a rite and a for the native Indians of the Arctic Village in Alaska.
Hunting caribou is a rite and a peeked necessity for the native Indians of the Arctic Village in Alaska.
Hunting caribou is a rite and a nestling for the native Indians of the Arctic Village in Alaska.
A century ago James Naismith nailed up peach baskets at a YMCA in Massachusetts and basketball was born.
A century ago James Naismith up peach baskets at a YMCA in Massachusetts and basketball was born.
A century ago James Naismith zooms nailed up peach baskets at a YMCA in Massachusetts and basketball was
born.
A century ago James Naismith name up peach baskets at a YMCA in Massachusetts and basketball was born.
In Puerto Rico tree frogs spend the night in the treetops, leaping to the ground just before sunrise.
In Puerto Rico tree frogs spend the night in the treetops, to the ground just before sunrise.
In Puerto Rico tree frogs spend the night in the treetops, gyms leaping to the ground just before sunrise.
In Puerto Rico tree frogs spend the night in the treetops, leeway to the ground just before sunrise.
Deals flow like water on the riverbanks of Brazil where local fishermen and peddlers sell the daily catch.
Deals flow like water on the riverbanks of Brazil where local fishermen and sell the daily catch.
Deals flow like water on the riverbanks of Brazil where local fishermen and piled peddlers sell the daily catch.
Deals flow like water on the riverbanks of Brazil where local fishermen and peddlers sell the daily catch.
Lottery players prefer a small chance of a big payout to a bigger chance of a smaller payout.
Lottery players prefer a small of a big payout to a bigger chance of a smaller payout.
Lottery players prefer a small wreath chance of a big payout to a bigger chance of a smaller payout.
Lottery players prefer a small chat of a big payout to a bigger chance of a smaller payout.
A long weekend is coming up and the weather may be a little bit on the cool side.
A long weekend is coming up and the may be a little bit on the cool side.
A long weekend is coming up and the blurred weather may be a little bit on the cool side.
A long weekend is coming up and the whelping may be a little bit on the cool side.
Here in the Midwest we call it pop but I guess in the east you’d call it soda.
Here in the Midwest we call it but I guess in the east you’d call it soda.
Here in the Midwest we call it teas pop but I guess in the east you’d call it soda.
Here in the Midwest we call it paunch but I guess in the east you’d call it soda.
(table continues)
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Appendix (p. 9 of 10)
Full List of Stimuli From Experiments 1 and 2
Trial

Condition

104
104
104

Control
Deletion
Insertion

104
105
105
105
105
106
106
106
106
107
107
107
107
108
108
108
108
109
109
109
109
110
110
110
110
111
111
111
111
112
112
112
112
113
113
113
113
114
114
114
114
115
115
115
115
116
116
116
116
117
117
117
117
118
118
118
118
119
119
119
119

Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution
Control
Deletion
Insertion
Substitution

Sentence
Tracy and her husband weren’t Catholic, but she was glad when the priest warmly welcomed their three children.
Tracy and her weren’t Catholic, but she was glad when the priest warmly welcomed their three children.
Tracy and her downed husband weren’t Catholic, but she was glad when the priest warmly welcomed their three
children.
Tracy and her humming weren’t Catholic, but she was glad when the priest warmly welcomed their three children.
It was a very exciting story because the last thing you would expect them to do was die.
It was a very exciting story because the last thing you would them to do was die.
It was a very exciting story because the last thing you would pare expect them to do was die.
It was a very exciting story because the last thing you would expense them to do was die.
She was glad she had accompanied her friend because she was enjoying the party except for the smoke.
She was glad she had accompanied her because she was enjoying the party except for the smoke.
She was glad she had accompanied her steeped friend because she was enjoying the party except for the smoke.
She was glad she had accompanied her frenetic because she was enjoying the party except for the smoke.
Uncle Bob thought the best time to talk to the priest would probably be on Sunday in church.
Uncle Bob thought the best time to to the priest would probably be on Sunday in church.
Uncle Bob thought the best time to gout talk to the priest would probably be on Sunday in church.
Uncle Bob thought the best time to taught to the priest would probably be on Sunday in church.
It was a dream come true because Jane had always wanted to visit Europe with her best friend.
It was a dream come true because Jane had always to visit Europe with her best friend.
It was a dream come true because Jane had always gnome wanted to visit Europe with her best friend.
It was a dream come true because Jane had always wandered to visit Europe with her best friend.
I couldn’t go myself, so I sent my secretary to the lawyers to pick up the new papers.
I couldn’t go myself, so I sent my to the lawyers to pick up the new papers.
I couldn’t go myself, so I sent my cleat secretary to the lawyers to pick up the new papers.
I couldn’t go myself, so I sent my secular to the lawyers to pick up the new papers.
He had been on the line for so long that he almost forgot what he was calling about.
He had been on the for so long that he almost forgot what he was calling about.
He had been on the bouts line for so long that he almost forgot what he was calling about.
He had been on the light for so long that he almost forgot what he was calling about.
A short walk up the hill brings you to the college, a quiet campus of red brick buildings.
A short walk up the hill brings you to the a quiet campus of red brick buildings.
A short walk up the hill brings you to the hearth college, a quiet campus of red brick buildings.
A short walk up the hill brings you to the cawing, a quiet campus of red brick buildings.
The first floor of the new museum is home to major works of art from the 19th century.
The first floor of the new is home to major works of art from the 19th century.
The first floor of the new bales museum is home to major works of art from the 19th century.
The first floor of the new musician is home to major works of art from the 19th century.
She has a seemingly impossible task of trying to keep such a small crowded home neat and clean.
She has a seemingly impossible of trying to keep such a small crowded home neat and clean.
She has a seemingly impossible crimp task of trying to keep such a small crowded home neat and clean.
She has a seemingly impossible tack of trying to keep such a small crowded home neat and clean.
If you visit Madrid, a quick side trip to the legendary city of Toledo should not be missed.
If you visit Madrid, a quick side to the legendary city of Toledo should not be missed.
If you visit Madrid, a quick side cowl trip to the legendary city of Toledo should not be missed.
If you visit Madrid, a quick side trim to the legendary city of Toledo should not be missed.
Ringing bells at temples is a way of telling the god to pay attention to the morning prayer.
Ringing bells at temples is a way of telling the to pay attention to the morning prayer.
Ringing bells at temples is a way of telling the reins god to pay attention to the morning prayer.
Ringing bells at temples is a way of telling the gong to pay attention to the morning prayer.
There needs to be a new system for making sure each team of workers does its fair share.
There needs to be a new for making sure each team of workers does its fair share.
There needs to be a new pears system for making sure each team of workers does its fair share.
There needs to be a new cistern for making sure each team of workers does its fair share.
The team did not know the duration of use of medications prior to the start of the study.
The team did not know the duration of use of prior to the start of the study.
The team did not know the duration of use of bogged medications prior to the start of the study.
The team did not know the duration of use of meditative prior to the start of the study.
If you try your hand at haggling, you are guaranteed to get a better price than you thought.
If you try your hand at haggling, you are guaranteed to get a better than you thought.
If you try your hand at haggling, you are guaranteed to get a better wisps price than you thought.
If you try your hand at haggling, you are guaranteed to get a better pride than you thought.
He was desperate to get out of the cold weather, so he flagged a ride with his thumb.
He was desperate to get out of the cold weather, so he a ride with his thumb.
He was desperate to get out of the cold weather, so he poof flagged a ride with his thumb.
He was desperate to get out of the cold weather, so he flatten a ride with his thumb.
(table continues)
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Appendix (p. 10 of 10)
Full List of Stimuli From Experiments 1 and 2
Trial

Condition

120

Control

120
120

Deletion
Insertion

120

Substitution

Sentence
The construction
truck.
The construction
The construction
work truck.
The construction
truck.

worker had developed very powerful arms from unloading many bags of cement from the work
worker had developed very powerful from unloading many bags of cement from the work truck.
worker had developed very powerful muff arms from unloading many bags of cement from the
worker had developed very powerful art from unloading many bags of cement from the work
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